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Abstract

During the last decades a strong decrease in Arctic sea-ice extent has been observed,
which has not been forecasted as strongly by climate models. To better understand the
underlying cause of this discrepancy, laboratory experiments were performed to get a
better understanding of the thermodynamics of melting sea ice. To clarify the influence
of the salt within sea ice, freshwater ice and sea ice is compared.
The measurements reveal that sea ice melts faster than freshwater ice of the same
thickness. Moreover, sea ice melts faster in turbulent water than in calm water. For a
constant air temperature, the meltrate of freshwater ice is constant with time, whereas
the melt rate of sea ice shows a distinct maximum. A model study shows that this maximum occurs earlier at higher atmospheric heat fluxes.
After increasing the air temperature, freshwater ice warms faster than sea ice. Moreover, freshwater ice warms uniformly until reaching the melting point over the whole
depth, whereas in sea ice, a non-linear temperature profile develops. The bottom melting of sea ice is stronger than that of freshwater ice. Additionally, the melting at the
sea-ice bottom increases with time, which fits well to the increase in the melt rate.
During one of the sea-ice experiments, a strong short-term flushing event was likely
observed.
During melting, very small melt ponds developed on the sea-ice surface. The measured ice-surface temperature was higher than the melting point, independent of salinity.
The surface temperature of sea ice decreases with an increasing salinity and increases
with an increasing air temperature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
In terms of its volume, sea ice is a rather small part of the cryosphere, which includes
all frozen water on earth, e.g. glacier ice, snow and the ice in frozen grounds. The
volume of sea ice is estimated to be only 0.2 % of the volume of glacier ice, because
sea ice only reaches thicknesses of a few meters. On the other hand, sea ice covers
approximately 7.3 % of the Earth’s surface and 11.8 % of the total ocean surface (Weeks,
2010).
Sea ice plays an important role in the Earth’s climate system. Sea ice insulates the
relatively warm ocean from the cold atmosphere and thus affects the heat and water
vapour exchange at the ocean-atmosphere interface. Moreover, sea ice influences the
water masses below the ice due to salt loss during growth and freshwater input during melting which influences water currents (Stössel et al., 2002). Another important
property of sea ice is the high albedo of approximately 0.8 (cold bare ice) to 0.9 (snowcovered ice) (Weeks, 2010). As a result, much more incoming shortwave radiation is
reflected by sea ice than by ocean water which has a lower albedo. Furthermore, sea
ice also plays a critical role as the habitat of some marine plants and animals including
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micro-organisms, birds and mammals.
Sea ice is coupled to the atmosphere and ocean by thermodynamic (growth/decay)
and dynamic (drift) processes. Thin sea ice reacts quickly to changes in the air and
ocean. Probably the most important change during the last decades has been the increasing global air temperature that especially affects the Arctic due to feedbacks and
interactions with sea ice and snow cover (Serreze and Francis, 2006). Such a positive
feedback is the ‘ice-albedo-feedback’. Due to higher air temperatures the sea-ice cover
decreases which reveals more open ocean water. Since water has a lower albedo than sea
ice, water absorbs more incoming solar radiation, which results in increasing water and
air temperatures. These higher temperatures again increase ice melting and so on. This
feedback was quite noticeable during the last three decades. A strong decrease in sea-ice
extent was observed in the Arctic, which Figure 1.1 clearly shows. The year 2007 is not
even included in this figure. In that year, the far lowest ice extent to date (4.28 x 106 km2 )
was observed (Weeks, 2010). Moreover, a reduction in sea-ice thickness was observed
as well.

Figure 1.1: Arctic September sea-ice extent from observations (thick red line, 1953 to
2006) and 13 IPCC AR4 climate models (dotted coloured lines), together with the multimodel ensemble mean (solid black line) and standard deviation (dotted black line). The
inset shows the same data presented using a nine-year running mean (Stroeve et al.,
2007).

Figure 1.1 shows the Arctic September sea-ice extent, which is at the end of the melt
season, from satellite observations and results from 13 of the IPCC Fourth Assessment
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Report (IPCC AR4) models. All models agree that the ice extent will decrease within
the next decades associated with the warming in the Arctic. But in comparison with
the observations, the recent changes in September sea-ice extent are much stronger than
forecasted by the models (Stroeve et al., 2007). This difference between observations
and model results raises the question of how well models could predict the changes
in the sea-ice extent. The year 2007 is a good example of how complex the air-iceocean interactions are in the Arctic. Atmospheric pressure patterns can influence the
cloud cover which in turn affects the incoming solar radiation and thus the ocean water
temperature and ice melting. Moreover, the ice circulation is also affected by the atmospheric pressure patterns, which influences the ice transport out of the Arctic. Higher
ocean water temperatures can enhance the melting at the bottom and sides of the ice.
Additionally, the ice thickness has an effect on the ice melting and the ice transport
(Weeks, 2010). It could be that those complex air-ice-ocean interactions and/or the melting process of sea ice itself are not fully understood and/or not represented in the models
yet. To investigate one possible reason for the discrepancy between model results and
observations, tank experiments were carried out to get a better understanding of how sea
ice melts.
There have been only a few field studies of melting sea ice, which focused mainly
on the evolution of the meltwater, the ice surface and the ice salinity. Holt and Digby
(1985) did observations of the melting process in first-year ice with both radar and visual
imagery from aircraft and satellite. They found that the topography of the ice increased
due to the drainage of meltwater. Moreover, they found a desalination zone in the upper
part of the ice due to flushing. Eicken et al. (2002) did a tracer study to find out more
about meltwater transport on and in sea ice. They found different stages of melting. The
formation and evolution of melt ponds at the ice surface depended on the meltwater
supply and the ice permeability. Widell et al. (2006) investigated the salt release from
warming sea ice in a field study in the Arctic. They observed dense saline plumes under
melting land-fast first-year ice due to brine convection within the warm permeable ice.
The downward salt flux correlated well with an upward oceanic heat flux. Tison et al.
(2008) found that internal melting increases the porosity of warming first-year sea ice,
which favours a decrease in bulk salinity by downward brine migration. The drainage
process stops after some time due to a lower brine salinity than the sea-water salinity.
Tison et al. (2008) indicate that these processes influence the biogeochemical evolution
of the ice.
There have been several experimental studies on sea ice in tanks, which focused
mainly on sea-ice growth. For example, Naumann (2011) analysed the sea-ice growth in
calm water and disturbed water. So far the thermodynamics of melting sea ice have not
been investigated in field studies or in tank experiments. Therefore, the experiments that
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were performed in the context of this thesis are the first ones of this type.

1.2 Outline of the thesis
With the help of the laboratory experiments, it will be analysed how fast sea ice melts
and how the melt rate depends on salinity and on the atmospheric and oceanic heat
flux. Therefore, a closer look into detailed ice temperature profiles is done. The measurements are compared to results from a thermodynamic sea-ice model (Griewank and
Notz, submitted). Moreover, it is investigated how the ice-surface temperature depends
on ice thickness, salinity and air temperature. A theoretical background about the thermophysical properties and the thermodynamics of sea ice is given in Chapter 2. The
laboratory experiments were performed in a tank inside a cold room. The setup of the
tank and the experimental setup are described in Chapter 3. The results of the measurements are presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the results and possible improvements
of the experiments are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Thermophysical properties of seawater
Seawater freezes at lower temperatures than freshwater due to the salinity. The freezing
point Tf and the temperature at the maximum density Tρmax of seawater depend on the
seawater’s salinity (Figure 2.1). Both decrease with increasing salinity. At a salinity of
24.65 g kg-1 both temperatures are equal to -1.34 ◦ C. At lower salinities the temperature
at maximum density is higher than the freezing point and vice versa at higher salinities.
Seawater usually has higher salinities than 24.65 g kg-1 . The high salinities imply that
convective mixing occurs due to cooling until the water is cooled down for several
meters. Only then ice growth becomes possible.
The freezing point of water Tf can be calculated by the following equation 2.1 (Fofonoff and Millard, 1983):
3

Tf = −0.0575S + 0.0017S 2 − 0.0002S 2 − 0.0007p4
S corresponds to the water salinity and p to the pressure.

5

(2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Freezing point Tf and temperature at maximum density Tρmax of sea water
as a function of salinity S.

2.2 Thermophysical properties of sea ice
When ice grows within seawater, salt gets entrapped in brine inclusions in between the
ice crystals that consist of pure ice. Therefore, sea ice is called a mushy layer, since sea
ice has two main components (ice and salt) and two phases (solid and liquid) (Feltham
et al., 2006). Only at very low temperatures around -40◦ C, sea ice becomes a completely
solid mixture of pure ice and salts (Schwerdtfeger, 1963). This complex composition of
sea ice influences its physical properties during freezing and melting. The heat capacity,
the heat conductivity and the latent heat of fusion of sea ice depend on the bulk salinity
and temperature of the ice (Figure 2.2).
The heat capacity of sea ice is composed of the heat capacity of its different components. Additionally, the heat capacity includes the energy that is needed to internally
melt the ice. To maintain thermal equilibrium when sea ice warms, the brine salinity has
to be reduced by melting the freshwater ice crystals. The heat capacity of sea ice ci can
be calculated as follows (Notz, 2005):
ci = 2112.2 + 7.6973Ti + 18046

Sbu
Ti2

(2.2)
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Ti corresponds to the ice temperature and Sbu to the bulk salinity.
The heat conductivity ki can be calculated by the following equation (Notz, 2005):

ki = φ · kic (Ti ) + (1 − φ) · kbr (Ti , Sbr )

(2.3)

The parameters kic and kbr correspond to the heat conductivities of the ice crystals
and the brine, respectively. kic only depends on the ice temperature Ti whereas kbr additionally depends on the brine salinity Sbr . The brine salinity can be calculated with the
liquidus relationship:
Sbr = −

Ti
0.05411

Hence, kic and kbr result from the following equations:
kic (Ti ) = 2.21 − 1 · 10−2 Ti + 3.44 · 10−5 Ti2


Sbr
kbr (Ti , Sbr ) = 0.52325 · 1 − 3 + 0.01256Ti + 5.8604 · 10−5 Ti2
10
The solid mass fraction φ describes the fraction of the solid ice crystals within sea ice
and can be obtained from the bulk and brine salinity Sbu and Sbr :
φ=1−

Sbu
Sbr

According to Weeks (2010) the latent heat of fusion Li can be calculated by:
Li = 333.4 − 2.113Ti − 0.114Sbu + 18.04

7

Sbu
Ti

(2.4)
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Figure 2.2: Heat capacity of ice ci (a), heat conductivity of ice ki (b) and latent heat of
fusion of ice Li (c) as a function of the ice temperature Ti and the bulk salinity Sbu .
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2.3 Thermodynamics of sea ice
The thermodynamics of sea ice can be described by the heat conduction equation:
ρi

∂
ci Ti = ∇(ki ∇Ti ) + q = ∇Qc + q
∂t

(2.5)

Ti corresponds to the ice temperature, ρi to the ice density, ci to the heat capacity of the
ice and ki to the heat conductivity of the ice. The term on the left side of Equation 2.5
describes the cooling or warming of the ice which is due to a gradient in the conductive
heat flux Qc and internal heat sources q, i.e. solar radiation penetrating into the ice
(Leppäranta, 1993).
Horizontal gradients in sea ice are small compared to vertical gradients. Hence, in
sea ice heat is primarily exchanged in the vertical direction and Equation 2.5 can be
simplified to a 1-D approach:
ρi

∂
∂Qc
ci Ti =
+q
∂t
∂h

(2.6)

h corresponds to the ice thickness.
Ice growth and melting depend on the atmospheric and oceanic heat flux Qa and Qw .
Figure 2.3 illustrates the heat fluxes during ice growth according to the 1-D approach.
Positive heat fluxes are directed upwards. Qc,t and Qc,b correspond to the conductive
heat fluxes on the top and bottom of the ice, respectively. QL corresponds to the latent
heat due to ice growth.
To calculate ice growth using Stefan’s law, additional assumptions must be made.
Thermal inertia is assumed to be neglected (ci = 0), which leads to a linear temperature
profile in the ice as shown in Figure 2.3. The ice bottom is at the freezing point of the
water below the ice and the top of the ice is assumed to have the same temperature as
the air directly above the ice. Assuming further that no solar radiation goes into the ice,
the heat conduction is constant throughout the whole ice layer:
∂
ρi ci Ti = 0
∂t
∂Qc
q=0 ⇒
= 0,
∂h
Qc,t = Qc,b

ci = 0 ⇒

The conductive heat flux is equal to the atmospheric heat flux at the top and equal to the
latent and oceanic heat flux at the bottom of the ice. Hence, the ice growth balances the

9
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Figure 2.3: Heat fluxes during ice growth (1D-approach). Qa : atmospheric heat flux,
Qc : conductive heat flux through the ice, Qc,t : conductive heat flux at the top of the ice,
Qc,b : conductive heat flux at the bottom of the ice, QL : latent heat, Qw : oceanic heat
flux, h: ice thickness, ∆h: thickness of growing ice, ρi : ice density, ci : heat capacity of
the ice, T : temperature, Ti : ice temperature, q: internal heat sources.
atmospheric and oceanic heat flux (Leppäranta, 1993):
Qc,t = Qa
QL + Qw = Qc,b
dh
∂Ti
ρi L i
+ Qw = ki
dt
∂h

(2.7)

Li corresponds to the latent heat of fusion of the ice and h corresponds to the ice thickness. Neglecting the oceanic heat flux, Equation 2.7 becomes the Stefan’s law, with
which the evolution of the ice thickness can be calculated.
The knowledge about thermodynamics of sea ice melting is rather sparse, in contrast
to freshwater ice melting, which consists of two steps. First, the ice needs to be warmed
with the energy Ew = ci mi ∆T . ∆T corresponds to the temperature difference between
the current ice temperature and the melting point and mi corresponds to the mass of the
ice. When the ice temperature reaches the melting point, which is 0◦ C for freshwater
ice, it needs the energy Em = Li mi to melt.
Due to the complex composition of sea ice, the melting proceeds differently. When

10
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the ice temperature increases, the freshwater-ice crystals melt and the brine becomes
less saline to keep the thermal equilibrium, and conversely for decreasing temperatures. Therefore, with each temperature change some internal melting occurs. When
sea ice warms it gets more and more liquid until it is completely liquid (Feltham and
Worster, 2000). The melting temperature of sea ice depends on the bulk salinity and can
be calculated from the liquidus relationship. For high temperatures close to the freezing
point of seawater with low salinity, a linear fit provides a good approximation (Notz,
2005):
Tm = −0.05411 · Sbu

(2.8)

Tm corresponds to the sea-ice melting temperature and Sbu corresponds to the bulk
salinity.
The bulk salinity, which is defined as grams of salt per kilogram of sea ice (freshwater
ice crystals plus brine), does not stay constant. Due to two main processes, sea ice loses
salt. During ice growth, ‘gravity drainage’ causes the largest salt loss. When the air
temperature increases and snow on top of the ice and the ice itself start to melt, so-called
‘flushing’ replaces brine with fresh meltwater from the surface (Notz, 2005). Since the
bulk salinity of sea ice varies with depth (Weeks, 2010), the physical properties of sea
ice are not constant with depth.

11
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Chapter 3

Experiments

To investigate the melting of sea ice, laboratory experiments were performed in a tank
inside a cold room in two periods with a changing setup. In the first period, eleven experiments were performed. The first two of these experiments were used to test the growth
of freshwater ice in the tank and to examine the feasibility of measurements on melting
sea ice. During the other experiments of the first period, 10 cm thick ice was grown and
melted subsequently under varying conditions. In the second period, seven further experiments were performed. Here, ice thicker than 10 cm was grown and warmed slowly
to analyse the salt loss of warming and melting sea ice. In the present study, the analysis
is focused on the experiments of the first period of measurements.
In this chapter the performed laboratory experiments are presented. Section 3.1 describes the setup of the tank followed by a detailed description of the experiments in
Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 several instruments used for the measurements and their
calibration are presented in more detail.
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3.1 Setup of the tank
The tank used for the experiments is 1.94 m long and 0.66 m wide. The water height of
the experiments varied between 82.5 cm and 93.5 cm depending on the ice thickness that
was planned to grow. The water level was higher for thicker ice. In order to obtain seawater, freshwater was filled into the tank and mixed with sea salt (Reef Excel Lab Marine Salt). The walls and the bottom of the tank are thermally insulated with 5 cm thick
styrofoam plates to ensure that heat is exchanged only through the air-water-interface
or air-ice-interface. To avoid ice freezing on the walls and keep it afloat, heating plates
of 23 cm height are installed at the level of the water surface. These heating plates are
inserted between the glass walls of the tank and the styrofoam plates. The air inside the
cold room can be cooled down to -25◦ C.
Figure 3.1 (a) and Figure 3.2 show the setup of the instruments for the first period
of experiments. The measurements were primarily done in the right part of the tank
since the ice was slightly thicker there than in the left part of the tank. In the right
part of the tank slightly lower temperatures were observed which might result from
the airflow from the cooling machine and which might have been the reason for the
thicker ice there. The ice thickness was measured with a ruler frozen into the ice which
was visible through a small gap between the heating plates. The interval between ice
thickness measurements varied between experiments and also between ice growth and
melting. During ice growth the ice thickness was measured mostly every two to three
hours. During melting, the ice thickness was measured hourly.
The ice temperature was measured with two thermistor chains of different length by
measuring the resistance of the thermistors. Each thermistor chain had a counterweight
to prevent the ice from being pulled underneath the water surface by the weight of
the thermistor chain, especially during melting. Both thermistor chains consist of 29
thermistors. The thermistors on the long chain were placed equidistantly with a spacing
of 3 cm. The short thermistor chain had a different arrangement of the thermistors: the
first ten were placed with gaps of 0.5 cm, the next five with gaps of 1 cm, and the last four
thermistors had distances of 2 cm. The first thermistor of the short chain did not work.
Only the first working thermistor of the short chain was in the air, so that the thermistors
with the smaller spacing were in the ice, but also the air temperature directly above the
ice could be measured with the top thermistor. A couple of thermistors of the long chain
were also in the air so that the thermistors measured air, ice and water temperature. The
measurements were recorded for both thermistor chains every 10 seconds by a logger
(Campbell CR3000 Micrologger).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Setup of the tank (top view) during the first period (a) and the second period as an example for the experiments with more than 10 cm thick ice (b). RH: relative
humidity sensor, TA: air temperature sensor, FF: wind speed sensor, IR-camera: Infrared camera, TCL: long thermistor chain, TCS: short thermistor chain, CTD T: CTD
top, CTD UM: CTD upper middle, CTD LM: CTD lower middle, CTD B: CTD on the
bottom, CTD M: moveable CTD, R1-R4: rulers 1-4.
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Figure 3.2: Photo of the tank during the first period of measurements. View from the
right side of the tank.
Four CTDs (‘conductivity, temperature, depth’, SBE 37-SM MicroCAT) were installed at different heights to measure the salinity and the temperature of the water,
except for the freshwater experiments. The lowest CTD always lay on the bottom so
that the sensor on the CTD measured 9 cm above the tank bottom. The other three CTDs
were installed on a frame at the back wall. The heights varied slightly with the changing
water levels between the experiments. The sensors of the uppermost CTD, the CTD in
the upper middle and the CTD in the lower middle were located at 15.5 cm to 17.5 cm,
24.5 cm to 26.5 cm and 63.5 cm to 65.5 cm water depth, respectively. All CTDs recorded
measurements every 10 seconds. Furthermore, the CTDs were used to get the right salinity of the water when the sea salt was mixed into the freshwater. The measured salinity
was lower than calculated from the definition of the water salinity, which corresponds to
grams of salt per grams of seawater (salt + freshwater). This difference occurred due to
crystallization water, which accounts for 10 to 15 % of the weight of the salt. Therefore,
a larger amount of salt was added to the water than calculated until the CTDs measured
the required salinity.
A heating wire was installed on the bottom of the tank to represent the oceanic heat
flux. On the left part of the tank, two pumps were placed 24 cm to 28 cm below the
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water surface in order to keep the water mixed during melting in some experiments
as well as during the cooling of the water before starting a new experiment. A heating wire was winded around the pumps in order to keep them free from floating ice
crystals.
Around 38 cm and 20 cm above the ice, a relative humidity sensor (Rotronic hygrometer MP100A) and a temperature sensor (Young platinum temperature probe, model
41342) were installed. The temperature sensor was used to measure the exact air temperature inside the cold room. Even though the temperature could be controlled with
a thermostat, the real air temperature inside the cold room always differed a bit from
that set value. Additionally, the cooling system had to stop approximately every six
hours to warm and get ice-free again. Furthermore, a wind speed sensor (Vector Instruments anemometer A100R) was installed around 48 cm above the ice. A ventilator
was placed next to the tank at the height of the tank rim to mix the air inside the cold
room during melting to ensure turbulent conditions above the ice and to avoid an accumulation of cold air inside the tank directly above the ice. The wind speed sensor was
primarily used to check after an experiment whether and when the ventilator was turned
on. The data from the temperature sensor, the relative humidity sensor and the wind
speed sensor were recorded every 30 seconds by a second logger (Campbell CR3000
Micrologger).
Two different cameras were used to observe the ice surface. A small webcam installed above the middle of the tank was directed onto the right part of the tank, where
the measurements were done. Every three minutes a picture was taken automatically.
This camera was used to observe changes in the structure of the ice surface, as well
as the point when all the ice had melted in that part of the tank. The second camera
was an infrared camera, which measured the ice surface temperature every 30 minutes.
During the second period of experiments another instrument, the so-called wire harp,
was added to measure the bulk salinity in several layers of the ice. A wire harp consists
of eight wire pairs with a horizontal spacing of 1 cm between the wires and a vertical
spacing of 1 cm (small wire harp) to 2 cm (large wire harp) between the wire pairs
(Figure 3.3 (a)). At each wire-pair level, a thermistor is installed to measure the ice
temperature. Since the freshwater ice crystals are good insulators, the solid fraction of
sea ice can be measured by changes in impedance on the wire pairs. Together with the
measured ice temperature the bulk salinity of the sea ice can be calculated. Notz et al.
(2005) used such wire harps already before and described the functionality in detail.
The results from the wire harp measurements of the experiments of the second period of
measurements will be discussed in Jardon et al. (in preparation).
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The setup for the second period of experiments is shown in Figure 3.1 (b), which
varies little compared to the setup of the first period. A set of four wire harps (three
small ones and a large one) was deployed in the middle of the right part of the tank,
next to the ruler. Depending on the ice thickness the wire harps were placed one below
the other (very thick ice of up to 26 cm) or next to each other (thinner ice of 10 cm). To
test the measurements from the wire harps, some ice cores were taken with an ice drill
especially built for the laboratory (Figure 3.3 (b)). The ice drill is a smaller version of the
ones used for field work (diameter = 4.7 cm). The amount of ice cores was restricted to
the ice area that was still free of instruments and not used for measuring the ice surface
temperature with the infrared camera. Therefore, the ice cores were taken in the left part
of the tank, even though the ice was thinner there.
The levels at which the three CTDs on the frame were installed changed during the
second period again according to different ice thicknesses and water levels. The sensors
of the uppermost CTD, the CTD in the upper middle and the CTD in the lower middle were located at 11.5 cm to 35.5 cm, 27.5 cm to 38.5 cm and 65 cm to 79.5 cm water
depth, respectively. In addition to the fixed CTDs a moveable CTD (RBR XR-620) was
deployed in the middle of the tank. A heating wire was wrapped around the cable in
order to unfreeze the cable for lowering the CTD when the ice thickness increases. The
objective of adding the moveable CTD was to measure changes in salinity directly underneath the ice. The height of the pumps changed also among the experiments between
24 cm and 40 cm. The large thermistor chain was only used during the experiments with
ice thicker than 10 cm. The ice thickness was measured in some experiments with three
more rulers. Two were placed at the walls and the third one was added to the first into
the middle of the right part of the tank. Moreover, the ventilator was placed next to
the right side of the tank to allow for a better mixing of the air, since slightly lower
air temperatures were observed at the right side of the tank which might have been the
reason for the thicker ice there. Nevertheless, the ice still grew thicker in that part of
the tank. The infrared camera pictures were taken every 15 minutes during the last two
experiments.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Small wire harp (a) and laboratory ice drill (b).

3.2 Experimental setup
The experiments were performed under different conditions. The water salinity, air temperature, oceanic heat flux, duration of ice growth and thus the resulting ice thickness
could be varied. Furthermore, the pumps could be turned on. Before starting an experiment, the water was well mixed with the pumps and cooled down close to the freezing
point according to the salinity of the water.
During the first period of measurements, the ice was always grown at -20◦ C air temperature for roughly 40 hours until an ice thickness of around 10 cm was reached. Then
melting was initiated by setting the air temperature to a value above 0◦ C. In Table 3.1
the conditions under which the melting took place during the different experiments are
listed. Since Experiment 1 and 2 were just test experiments, they are not included. At
the end of the second period of measurements another experiment was conducted in
the same way as Experiment 3. Therefore, this experiment is listed in Table 3.1 as
well.
The beginning of an experiment is defined as the time when the first ice crystals
formed at the water surface which could be observed with the webcam. The point in
time when all the ice was melted inside the tank was taken as the end of an experiment.
Those times are also listed in Table 3.1.
During most of the experiments, the salinity was chosen to have a value typical of
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Table 3.1: Overview of the experiments of the first period of measurements. Exp.: Experiment, S: initial water salinity, Tsam : set air temperature for melting, Qw : oceanic
heat flux.
Exp. Duration of
ice growth [h]

Duration of
ice melting [h]

S [g kg-1 ]

Tsam [◦ C]

Qw [W m-2 ] Pumps

3

44

79

0

10

15

off

4

36

63

12.7

10

15

off

5

42

68

28.7

10

15

off

6

42

19

28.6

10

15

on

7

41

38

28.7

10

0

on

8

42

36

28.6

15

15

on

9

41

55

28.6

10

15

shortly
on

10

44

128

28.3

5

15

off

11

42

63

28.4

10

15

shortly
on

18

44

85

0

10

15

off

the surface water in the Arctic Ocean. In Experiment 4 the salinity was approximately
half of that value, which could represent for example sea ice in parts of the Baltic Sea.
During that experiment the ice was partly flooded with water during melting since it was
pushed down by instruments. Furthermore, two freshwater ice experiments (Experiment
3 and 18) were performed to find out more about how the salt within sea ice influences
the melting.
The air temperature was set to values between 5 and 15◦ C. Such high temperatures
are rather unusual above sea ice in the Arctic, but nevertheless these temperatures were
chosen to have the possibility to perform several experiments during a little less than
two months. A whole experiment (including the cooling of the water before starting the
ice growth) lasted approximately one week. Inside the cold room, shortwave radiation
was not present, which plays an important role in summer sea-ice melting in the Arctic.
Conditions similar to those of the laboratory can occur during the polar night in the
Arctic.
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The oceanic heat flux was set to 15 W m-2 , except for Experiment 7, in which the heating wire which generates the oceanic heat flux was turned off. Although the oceanic heat
flux in the Arctic Ocean is rather 2 W m-2 (Wadhams, 2000), the 15 W m-2 were chosen
in order to avoid supercooling of the water. Supercooled water could result in ice growth
around everything that is in the water, like for example the CTDs.
During Experiments 6 to 8, the pumps were continuously turned on during melting
in order to avoid a stratification of the water due to the meltwater at the top and to be
able to calculate the bulk salinity of the ice out of salt mass conservation in the tank.
During ice growth the pumps are not needed since salt loss of the ice leads to convection
in the water so that the water is well mixed. The ice melted very fast with the pumps
turned on during melting and thus not many ice thickness measurements could be done.
Hence, the pumps were turned on only roughly 10 minutes before each ice thickness
measurement during Experiment 9 and 11.
During the second period of measurements, the ice was grown at -20◦ C to -25◦ C air
temperature until an ice thickness of 10 to 26 cm was reached. When the desired ice
thickness was obtained, the air temperature was increased stepwise in order to warm the
ice slowly and let the ice become permeable. The number of steps and chosen air temperatures varied between experiments. The oceanic heat flux was mainly set to 15 W m-2 .
During the last experiment, the oceanic heat flux was changed several times to lower
or higher values. During all these experiments, the salinity of the water was 33 g kg-1 .
The pumps were turned off during the first three experiments. For the last three experiments the pumps were turned on both during ice growth and melting. Table 3.2 gives
an overview of the experiments of the second period of measurements. The variations
of the oceanic heat flux are not listed there, since these are not important for the further
analysis of these experiments in the course of this thesis.
During the second period, several things did not work as planned. In Experiment 12,
the uppermost CTD was installed closer to the ice bottom to get salinity measurements
directly underneath the ice. As a result, the ice grew around the upper part of the CTD
and was not free floating during most of the melting time. Hence, the ice was partly
flooded with water. In Experiment 13 the ventilator was not turned on until several
hours after the melting started, which enabled cold air to stay inside the tank which
caused very slow melting at the beginning. In Experiment 15, the ice was frozen onto
the walls of the tank during ice growth and thus the ice was not afloat anymore. Hence,
the experiment was terminated earlier by opening the door of the cold room and allowing
the ice to melt at room temperature. The next experiment was not more successful since
the energy supply for the heating plates around the tank broke so that Experiment 16
had to be terminated after only few hours of ice growth as well.
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Table 3.2: Overview of the experiments of the second period of measurements. Exp.:
Experiment, Tsam : set air temperature, h: ice thickness, r. t.: room temperature (approximately 20◦ C) when the door of the cold room was opened.
Exp.

Duration of
experiment [h]

Tsam steps [◦ C]

max. h [cm]

12

130

after 40 h, → -15◦ C
after 46 h, → -10◦ C
after 52 h, → -5◦ C
after 63 h, → -2◦ C
after 69 h, → 0◦ C
after 72 h, → 10◦ C
after 118 h, → r. t.

11.6

13

103

after 40 h, → -15◦ C
after 46 h, → -10◦ C
after 52 h, → -5◦ C
after 61 h, → -2◦ C
after 64 h, → 0◦ C
after 71 h, → 10◦ C

10.8

14

285

after 85 h, → -10◦ C
after 139 h, → -3◦ C
after 158 h, → 0◦ C
after 180 h, → 4◦ C
after 228 h, → 15◦ C

18.5

15

159

after 127 h, → r. t.

18.9

16

66

after 21 h, → 7◦ C
after 49 h, → r. t.

5.4

17

714

after 246 h, → -13◦ C
after 296 h, → -7◦ C
after 323 h, → -3◦ C
after 343 h, → -10◦ C
after 360 h, → -20◦ C
after 393 h, → -10◦ C
after 455 h, → -2◦ C
after 506 h, → 5◦ C
after 526 h, → -20◦ C
after 558 h, → -7◦ C
after 601 h, → -3◦ C
after 647 h, → 0◦ C
after 670 h, → 5◦ C
after 694 h, → 10◦ C
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3.3 Instruments and Calibration
3.3.1 Thermistor chains
The resistance of the thermistors changes with temperature. It increases with a decreasing temperature. The relation between resistance and temperature can be calculated with
the Steinhart-Hart equation:
T =

1
a + b ln R + c(ln R)2 + d(ln R)3

(3.1)

T corresponds to the calculated temperature of the measured resistance R.
In the datasheet of the thermistors a table of resistance and respective temperature values is given. These values are assumed to be right for one of the thermistors, which was
chosen as the reference thermistor for a calibration before inserting the thermistors into
the chains. Out of the values from the datasheet, the coefficients for Equation 3.1 were
calculated for the reference thermistor. All thermistors were placed together with the
reference thermistor into alcohol that was cooled at different temperatures. The temperature was measured with the reference thermistor and a table of the respective resistance
of the other thermistors was created out of which the coefficients for Equation 3.1 were
calculated with a polynomial fit for each thermistor. The measuring accuracy of the used
thermistors is ± 0.2 ◦ C for temperatures between 0 ◦ C and 70 ◦ C.
Despite of this calibration, the measured temperatures still varied by some tenth of ◦ C
between thermistors. To remove these variations, the thermistor chains were deployed
horizontally in the tank at the same height as one of the CTDs, which has a very accurate
temperature sensor. The air and water temperature was set to 2 ◦ C and the water was well
mixed with pumps. The temperature was measured every 10 seconds by the thermistor
chains and the CTD for five hours. For each thermistor the deviation from the CTD
was calculated for each measurement. The mean deviation over the five hours (between
0.01 ◦ C and 1.22 ◦ C) was subtracted from the temperature measured by the thermistors
during the experiments.

3.3.2 Infrared camera
The infrared camera used for the experiments was a ’VarioCAM high resolution’ from
InfraTec. It measures longwave radiation between 7.5 and 14 µm. The obtained picture
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has 384 x 288 pixel. The measuring range is between -40 ◦ C and 1200 ◦ C with a temperature resolution of 0.1 K. The measuring accuracy is ± 1.5 K for temperatures between
0 ◦ C and 100 ◦ C and ± 2 K for temperatures below 0 ◦ C (InfraTec, 2007).
Since the last calibration of the camera was done in 2007, a new calibration was conducted at temperatures relevant for the experiments. Therefore, the water inside the tank
was cooled down to 2.5 ◦ C and 0 ◦ C and well mixed with the pumps. The air temperature inside the cold room was set to the same temperature. It was assumed that the water
temperature at the surface was the same as the temperature deeper in the water due to
the mixing. Thus, one of the CTDs was chosen to measure the reference temperature,
since the temperature sensor of the CTD is very accurate. The infrared camera was directed towards the water surface and measured the brightness temperatures of the water
surface under the assumption of an infrared emissivity of 1.
The temperatures measured by the infrared camera were between 0.8 ◦ C and 1 ◦ C
higher than the temperatures measured by the CTD. Since the difference between the
water temperatures at which the calibration measurements were done is rather small,
a linear regression of the deviation for higher or lower temperatures was not applied.
Moreover, the deviation was already measured at relevant temperatures. Hence, just
an offset of 1 ◦ C was subtracted from the measured brightness temperatures. This subtracted offset includes already an emissivity correction. In fact, the infrared emissivity
for water and ice is a bit lower than 1. The emissivity of water is 0.993 (Buettner and
Kern, 1965). De La Rosa et al. (2011) measured a mean emissivity of 0.9968 for frazil
and pancake ice during tank experiments. Even a correction for lower emissivities like
0.97 as Eisen and Kottmeier (2000) proposed for sea ice, would lie in the range of accuracy of the infrared camera and can thus be neglected with the assumption of water and
sea ice having approximately the same infrared emissivity.
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Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter the results from the laboratory experiments are presented. Additionally,
model studies are done. Throughout the whole chapter sea ice is compared to freshwater
ice in order to clarify the effect of salt within sea ice. How fast ice melts under different
conditions is presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 detailed temperature profiles are
shown. Finally, in Section 4.3 the ice surface temperature under different conditions is
analysed. Even though this thesis focuses on melting sea ice, in some sections the seaice growth will be analysed as well, since the data is available from the ‘ice growth part’
of the experiments and it is worth showing them.

4.1 Melt rate
This section deals with the speed at which the ice thickness decreases. At first, ice thickness measurements from some selected experiments of the first period of measurements
are presented in Section 4.1.1. In this context, the dependency of the ice thickness and
melt rate evolution on the initial salinity of the water the ice was grown out of is analysed. The measurements are compared with the results of a numerical model that is
used for further studies in section 4.1.2. Furthermore, the dependency of the melt rate
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on the initial water salinity is investigated in more detail. Additionally, the melt rate of
freshwater ice and sea ice as a function of the atmospheric and oceanic heat flux will be
analysed by means of the model.

4.1.1 Measurements
The ice thickness h was measured at a ruler frozen into the ice in the middle of the right
hand side of the tank (Figure 3.1 (a)). The ice did not grow homogeneous all over the
tank. Since the ice was a bit thicker on the right hand side of the tank, the measurements
mainly took place in that part of the tank. Additionally, the ice was thinner close to the
walls due to the heating plates. When the ice reached a thickness of 10 cm in the middle
of the tank, the ice was roughly 2.5 cm thinner at the walls.
Figure 4.1 shows the evolution of the ice thickness in different experiments of the
first period of measurements after the air temperature was changed to +10 ◦ C inside
the cold room. The initial water salinity S varies from 0 g kg-1 to 28 g kg-1 . In some
experiments pumps were turned on during the whole experiment or shortly before the
ice thickness measurement was done to mix the water. During the night no thickness
measurements were done, which causes some gaps in the data. The temperature was
changed to melting conditions primarily in the morning so that the ice thickness measurements could be done during the air temperature change and during the first hours of
melting. Towards the end of the experiments the ice became less homogenous, so that
it became more difficult to read a representative ice thickness at the ruler. Therefore, no
more thickness measurements were done during the last hours of the experiments. The
point of time, when the ice was melted completely, could be determined with the aid
of the webcam and the infrared camera. This moment is taken as the last ice thickness
measurement.
The measurements show that independent of the initial water salinity, the ice still
grows for a short period of time after the temperature is changed to melting conditions.
However, the melt duration varies among the different experiments (Figure 4.1). Sea
ice melts faster than freshwater ice. Moreover, when pumps were turned on all the time
during melting, sea ice grown out of water with the same salinity melts faster. This faster
melting might be affected from turbulence underneath the ice caused by the pumps,
which could increase the oceanic heat flux. This effect might be enhanced by the uneven
ice bottom during melting which causes locally larger horizontal temperature gradients
than at an even ice bottom.
In order to investigate the influence of salt on the melting process in greater detail, ex-
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periments with different initial water salinities that were performed under nearly equal
conditions (Exp. 3, 4, 5, 9 and 18) are compared. In the chosen five experiments, ice
was grown at -20 ◦ C air temperature over roughly 42 hours. The maximum ice thickness
reached 10.2 cm to 11.1 cm. The air temperature was set to +10 ◦ C during melting. The
pumps were turned off during the whole experiment, except for Experiment 9. In that
experiment the pumps were turned on ten minutes before each ice thickness measurement during melting in order to obtain relatively well mixed water without increasing
the melting. Without mixing, a warmer freshwater layer could develop out of meltwater directly underneath the ice bottom. In fact, the water temperature underneath the
ice was approximately 0.4 ◦ C higher than the freezing temperature during those experiments. This freshwater layer could effect the melting by reducing heat and salt exchange
with the underlying water. The chosen experiments include two freshwater experiments
(Exp. 3 and 18) and three seawater experiments with salinities of 12 g kg-1 and 28 g kg-1 .
12

freshwater ice (Exp. 3,18)
sea ice (S=12 g/kg, Exp. 4)
sea ice (S=28 g/kg, Exp. 5,6,7,9,11)

10

h [cm]

8
pumps turned on
pumps turned off
pumps shortly turned on

6
4
2
0
0
20
40
60
80
100
Time after air temperature change [hours]

Figure 4.1: Measured temporal evolution of the ice thickness h during melting. Each
dot, triangle or circle marks one measurement. S corresponds to the initial water salinity, i.e. the salinity of the water shortly before the ice growth started.

Figure 4.2 (a) shows the measured ice thickness h of the chosen experiments and
Figure 4.2 (b) shows the melt rate, which is the change of ice thickness per unit time. The
melt rate is calculated from one-hourly values that were obtained by linear interpolation.
A running mean with a window of eight hours is applied to the interpolated data in order
to smooth the data. The melt rate shows that at first, freshwater ice melts faster than sea
ice, but after roughly 17 hours sea ice melts faster. The melt rate stays relatively constant
at 0.1 cm h-1 for freshwater ice, while it increases over time for sea ice, until reaching
a maximum of around 0.35 cm h-1 towards the end of the experiments. In the beginning
of the melting process in Experiment 4, the ice melts much more slowly than during the
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other experiments. On the other hand, after some hours the melt rate increases suddenly
very fast and the maximum is reached earlier than during the other experiments with
seawater. The reason might be that the ice was partly flooded with water during the first
18 hours, which prevented the ice from a direct contact with the warm air. All in all, sea
ice of the same thickness melts faster than freshwater ice.

12

h [cm]

8
6
4
2

(a)

(b)

0.3
Melt rate [cm/h]

10

0.4

freshwater ice
(Exp. 3)
freshwater ice
(Exp. 18)

0.2
0.1

sea ice, S=12g/kg
(Exp. 4)

0

sea ice, S=28g/kg
(Exp. 5)

−0.1

0
−0.2
0
20
40
60
80
100
0
20
40
60
80
100
Time after air temperature change [hours]
Time after air temperature change [hours]

sea ice, S=28g/kg
(Exp. 9)

Figure 4.2: Measured temporal evolution of the ice thickness h during melting (a) and
melt rates (b) in Experiments 3, 4, 5, 9 and 18. Each dot in (a) marks one ice-thickness
measurement. S corresponds to the initial water salinity.

The delayed start of sea-ice melting can be explained by the longer time needed to
warm sea ice compared to freshwater ice. More time is needed since more energy is
needed to warm the ice. This is due to internal melting which occurs as the ice temperature rises. Higher ice temperatures require lower brine salinities to keep thermal
equilibrium, which can only be obtained by partly melting the freshwater-ice crystals.
This additionally needed energy for warming sea ice is included in the heat capacity of
sea ice (Figure 2.2 (a)). On the other hand, as sea ice gets warmer, it also becomes more
porous since the solid fraction decreases due to the internal melting. Hence, it requires
less energy to melt sea ice after warming it than freshwater ice. This is described in
the latent heat of fusion which gets smaller with increasing bulk salinity and increasing
temperature (Figure 2.2 (c)). Therefore, the melt rate of sea ice increases with time because the remaining latent heat decreases as the temperature increases. The impact of
surface and bottom melting is discussed in Section 4.2.
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4.1.2 Model
For further analysis of the melt rate, the thermodynamic sea-ice model SAMSIM developed by Griewank and Notz (submitted) is used. It is a multi-phase 1D model, in which
vertical desalination processes like gravity drainage and flushing are included through
parametrisations. The model is based on the mushy-layer equations of sea ice (Feltham
et al., 2006). It has a variable number of layers with varying thickness depending on the
ice thickness. In each layer the enthalpy, absolute salinity, mass and thickness are given
and other quantities such as the ice temperature are derived from them with the assumption of thermal equilibrium. The lowest layer represents the ice-ocean-interface. In that
layer the solid volume fraction always lies beneath a certain value. When it becomes
higher, a new layer of ice forms.
In the model setup used here the atmospheric heat flux Qa at the ice surface is assumed to be a linear function of the temperature difference between the air temperature
Ta and the ice-surface temperature Ts :
Qa = C(Ta − Ts )

(4.1)

C corresponds to the heat transfer coefficient. For melting, C is reduced by a reduction
parameter RP to reflect the smaller heat exchange in the stable stratified air above the
ice, which evolves due to the ice surface temperature being lower than the air temperature. A more precise model description can be found in Griewank and Notz (submitted).
As a first step the model is tested to see whether it can reproduce the laboratory measurements, which is done for the five experiments that were analysed in Figure 4.2 in the
previous section. The oceanic heat flux, the water salinity, the air temperatures during
ice growth and melting, and the time of ice growth are set to measured values. The heat
transfer coefficient and the reduction parameter are adjusted in the model for these experiments. These parameters and their values are summarized in Table 4.1. The oceanic
heat flux is not listed in Table 4.1 since it was 15 W m-2 during all experiments. The
values for the heat transfer coefficient and reduction parameter were found by trying to
reproduce the shape of the ice thickness evolution with realistic values. Naumann (2011)
calculated the heat transfer coefficient during experiments within the same tank inside
the same cold room as used for these experiments. The calculations resulted in values
between 14.8 and 27.1 W m-2 ◦ C-1 . In the model the heat transfer coefficient is mostly set
to values below the calculated values from Naumann (2011). The air temperature in the
model is changed by one-hourly steps according to the measured air temperatures until
the mean melt air temperature is reached. For example, inside the cold room, it takes
roughly four hours for a temperature change from -20 ◦ C to 0 ◦ C. Before calculating the
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Table 4.1: Values for water salinity S, time of ice growth t, air temperature during ice
growth Tag , air temperature during melting Tam , the heat transfer coefficient C and the
reduction parameter RP for the modelled laboratory experiments. The oceanic heat flux
was set to 15 W m-2 in all experiments.
Exp.

S [g kg-1 ]

t [h]

Tag [◦ C]

Tam [◦ C]

C [W m-2 ◦ C-1 ]

RP

3

0

43.75

-17.5

7.7

16

1.5

4

12.7

35.7

-19.4

7.9

13.5

1.0

5

28.7

43.5

-19.5

7.9

13.2

1.3

9

28.6

31.7

-19.4

7.7

12.5

1.1

18

0

43.65

-19.0

8.2

16.5

1.5

6

28.6

42.25

-19.3

7.8

12.5

1.3

7

28.7

40.5

-19.0

7.2

14

1.3

melt rate from the modelled ice-thickness data, a central running mean with a window
of eight hours is applied to the data, as it is done for the measured ice thickness in the
previous section.
A comparison of Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 shows that measurement and model results
agree quite well. The general structure of the ice thickness and melt rate evolution is reproduced by the model. The main difference is that in the model more time is needed
until the ice melted completely, independent of salinity. On the one hand, the maximum
ice thickness is the same as in the measurements. But on the other hand, at the point
of air temperature change the ice is thinner in the model and it reaches the maximum
thickness around three hours later than in the laboratory experiments. As a result, the ice
thickness decrease started later in the model than in the laboratory experiments, which
might partly cause the delay in the complete ice melting of around ten hours. Furthermore, there is a more distinct gap in the melting start between freshwater ice and sea
ice in the model. In the laboratory experiments the thickness decrease started only two
hours later for sea ice than for freshwater ice. For sea ice it takes around ten hours before
the ice thickness starts to decrease and for freshwater ice it takes roughly five hours. The
melt rate is constant at around 0.1 cm h-1 for freshwater ice like in the measurements.
The sea-ice experiments show an increase in the melt rate up to maximum values between 0.27 and 0.37 cm h-1 . After reaching the maximum melt rate, it decreases again.
The maximum melt rate is approximately the same in the modelled Experiments 4 and
9, but much lower for Experiment 5. Interestingly, the melt rate of the modelled Exper-
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iment 4 shows a similar sudden strong increase after 20 hours as in the measurements.
This similar increase could be a sign that the flooding of the ice during Experiment 4 did
not have a great influence. More similar experiments should be conducted to investigate
this interesting observation in more detail, which was not possible during the limited
time for this study.
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Figure 4.3: Modelled temporal evolution of the ice thickness h during melting (a) and
the melt rate (b) in Experiments 3, 4, 5, 9 and 18. S corresponds to the initial water
salinity.
The dependency of the melt rate on the initial water salinity is analysed in more detail by means of the model. Further, a dependency of the melt rate on the atmospheric
and oceanic heat flux is investigated. Therefore, a reference model experiment is set up,
from which different parameters are changed for the different analyses. The parameters
of this reference experiment are chosen to be similar to the five analysed laboratory experiments, since these can be reproduced well by the model. In Table 4.2 the parameters
and values of the reference experiment are shown. The air temperature is changed in
14 one-hourly steps from Tag to Tam . The analysis on the atmospheric and oceanic heat
flux dependency is done for both freshwater ice and sea ice.
For the analysis on the salinity dependency of the melt rate, eight different water
salinities between 0 and 30 g kg-1 are chosen. Figure 4.4 shows how the ice thickness and
melt rate vary with water salinity. Freshwater ice melts at a constant rate of 0.13 cm h-1
from around 15 hours onwards while the melt rate shows a distinct maximum for sea ice.
Ice grown out of water with a salinity between 15 and 30 g kg-1 shows nearly the same
melting behavior. The melt rate increases for 40 hours until it reaches a maximum of
nearly 0.3 cm h-1 . Afterwards, the melt rate decreases again. For water salinities of 5 or
10 g kg-1 , the melt rate increases more slowly, but after 35 hours a strong increase up to a
maximum of nearly 0.4 cm h-1 occurs. Thereafter, the melt rate behaves similar to sea ice
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Table 4.2: Setup of the reference model experiment. Qw : oceanic heat flux, t: time of ice
growth, Tag : air temperature during ice growth, Tam : air temperature during melting,
C: heat transfer coefficient, S: water salinity, RP : reduction parameter.
Parameter

Value

Qw

15 W m-2

t

42 h

Tag

-19.5 ◦ C

Tam

8.0 ◦ C

C

13.5 W m-2 ◦ C-1

S

0 g kg-1 resp. 30 g kg-1

RP

1.2

12

h [cm]

8
6
4
2

(a)

(b)

0.3
Melt rate [cm/h]

10

0.4

0.2
0.1
0

S=0g/kg
S=1g/kg
S=5g/kg
S=10g/kg
S=15g/kg
S=20g/kg
S=25g/kg
S=30g/kg

−0.1

0
−0.2
0
20
40
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80
100
0
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80
100
Time after air temperature change [hours ]
Time after air temperature change [hours ]

Figure 4.4: Modelled temporal evolution of the ice thickness h during melting (a) and
melt rate (b) as a function of the initial water salinity S.
with higher salinities. The melt rate of sea ice grown out of water with a very low salinity
of 1 g kg-1 jumps between 0.2 and 0.1 cm h-1 . Even though this sea ice is very close to
freshwater ice, the ice thickness decrease starts around 5 hours later than for freshwater
ice as it does for sea ice with higher salinities. All in all, sea ice grown out of water with
a salinity higher than 1 g kg-1 melts faster than freshwater ice.
In the model the atmospheric heat flux is changed by changing the heat transfer
coefficient. With Equation 4.1, different heat transfer coefficients C could be trans-
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formed into variations of the atmospheric heat flux Qa . The air temperature Ta does not
change between experiments. Assuming the ice surface temperature Ts not to change as
well, the atmospheric heat flux increases linearly with an increasing heat transfer coefficient C. For the analysis on the atmospheric heat flux dependency of the melt rate, the
heat transfer coefficient is changed by equidistant steps of 5 W m-2 ◦ C-1 between 5 and
25 W m-2 ◦ C-1 . Figure 4.5 shows the results for the freshwater-ice experiments. In Figure 4.6 the sea-ice experiments are presented. Independent of salinity, ice grows thicker
and melts faster at higher atmospheric heat fluxes. The melt rate of freshwater ice is
constant after the ice thickness decrease started. This constant value increases proportionally with an increasing heat transfer coefficient. The ice growth is influenced by the
ice thickness, since heat has to be conducted through the ice. Since ice is a good thermal
insulator, ice growth becomes slower with thicker ice. Hence, the ice grows exponentially. In contrast, the melting does not depend on the thickness since it takes place both
at the ice surface and ice bottom. Thus, the freshwater ice melts linearly. As a consequence, the ice exists longest at a certain atmospheric heat flux. This happens in sea
ice as well even though the melt rate changes differently. The melt rate has a maximum
that occurs earlier with an increasing atmospheric heat flux. This shift might come from
a faster warming of the ice at a higher atmospheric heat flux. Thus, the ice gets more
liquid faster which simplifies the melting process.
For the analysis of the oceanic heat flux dependency eight different values between
0 W m-2 and 30 W m-2 were taken for the oceanic heat flux. The higher values can
represent the oceanic heat flux in the Antarctic, whereas typical values for the Arctic
are around 2 W m-2 (Wadhams, 2000). In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 the results for the
freshwater-ice and the sea-ice experiments are presented, respectively. For both freshwater ice and sea ice around 40 hours more are needed to melt the ice completely with
no oceanic heat flux than with the highest value. Freshwater ice grows slightly more than
1 cm thicker with no oceanic heat flux than with the maximum value, whereas sea ice
becomes 3 cm thicker. Moreover, the maximum thickness of sea ice is reached later with
lower oceanic heat fluxes than with higher, which does not happen with freshwater ice.
The melt rate of freshwater ice is constant with time and increases slightly with increasing oceanic heat fluxes. For heat fluxes between 10 W m-2 and 30 W m-2 the melt rate of
sea ice hardly differs. In contrast, the melt rate shows an interesting evolution at lower
oceanic heat fluxes and especially when no oceanic heat flux is present. For forty to fifty
hours the melt rate is lower than the melt rate at higher heat fluxes. Subsequently, the
melt rate suddenly increases up to a maximum of 0.6 cm h-1 . This strong increase might
happen due to the formation of a false bottom on the modelled ice. Freshwater can run
off the ice edges and refreeze at the bottom of the ice when the oceanic heat flux is
rather small. Hence, the ice still becomes thicker at the bottom for some hours
after
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Figure 4.5: Modelled temporal evolution of the ice thickness h during melting (a) and
melt rate (b) of freshwater ice as a function of the heat transfer coefficient C.
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Figure 4.6: Modelled temporal evolution of the ice thickness h during melting (a) and
melt rate (b) of sea ice as a function of the heat transfer coefficient C.
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Figure 4.7: Modelled temporal evolution of the ice thickness h during melting (a) and
melt rate (b) of freshwater ice as a function of the oceanic heat flux Qw .
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Figure 4.8: Modelled temporal evolution of the ice thickness h during melting (a) and
melt rate (b) of sea ice as a function of the oceanic heat flux Qw .
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Figure 4.9: Measured and modelled temporal evolution of the ice thickness h during
melting of two experiments with turned on pumps during melting (Exp. 6 and 7).
switching the air temperature. At the same time the ice warms. At some point, the critical value of the solid fraction in the sea-ice layers above the freshwater-ice layers of
the false bottom is exceeded. Then these sea-ice layers are treated as liquid and already
melted by the model. Step by step the freshwater-ice layers melt. When the last one of
these bottom layers is melted, the ice thickness suddenly decreases by some centimeters, since the layers above the false bottom are already treated as liquid by the model.
Therefore, this sudden decrease in sea-ice thickness at lower oceanic heat fluxes is rather
a model artefact.
Finally, the influence of the pumps on the evolution of the ice thickness is investigated
by means of the model. Figure 4.1 shows that the turned on pumps had a great impact on
the evolution of the ice thickness during the laboratory experiments. Turbulence underneath the ice is not included in the model. On the other hand, the additional heat from
the heating wire around the pumps and from the pumps themselves can be simulated
by increasing the oceanic heat flux in the model. While the oceanic heat flux is kept
at 15 W m-2 during ice growth, it is increased when the air temperature is changed to
melting conditions since the pumps were only turned on during melting. Trying different values resulted in an oceanic heat flux of 100 W m-2 to reproduce the ice thickness
evolution well. Figure 4.9 shows the measured and modelled ice thickness evolution of
two similar experiments with pumps being turned on. The setup of these experiments in
the model is listed in Table 4.1. However, an oceanic heat flux of 100 W m-2 is higher
than the additional heat from the pumps. The power of each pump is only 13.7 W which
would result in an increase by 21 W m-2 . The heating wire around the pumps was only
short and its impact is thus rather negligible. This shows that dynamical effects play
an important role in the melting process. Warm water can be transport upwards by the
pumps, so that the oceanic heat flux increases.
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4.2 Internal ice temperature
In this section, the internal ice temperature is analysed in detail. Again, freshwater ice
and sea ice are compared. Therefore, one experiment is chosen as an example for each
ice type. The results from the laboratory measurements are presented in Section 4.2.1.
In Section 4.2.2 the internal ice temperature is further investigated by means of the
thermodynamic model which is already used to analyse the melt rate in the previous
section.

4.2.1 Measurements
The ice temperature was measured by two thermistor chains. However, here only the
data from the short chain is presented since it has the smaller spacing between thermistors and therefore a higher spatial resolution. Moreover, the long thermistor chain was
placed at the edge of the ice and its measurements might be influenced by the heating
plates around the tank.
For the comparison between freshwater ice and sea ice, Experiment 3 is chosen as
an example of freshwater ice and Experiment 5 is taken as an example of sea ice. Both
experiments were conducted under the same conditions. 10 cm thick ice was grown
and subsequently melted at a constant air temperature of 10◦ C and a constant oceanic
heat flux of 15 W m-2 . The pumps were turned off. Experiment 18 is not selected as
freshwater-ice example, because one of the upper thermistors in the small thermistor
chain did not work. Experiment 5 is selected from all the sea-ice experiments because
during that experiment an interesting temperature evolution was observed which is focused on later in this section.
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show the ice temperature from Experiment 3 and Experiment 5, respectively. Note that the same colours in both figures do not display the
same temperatures. White indicates the respective freezing point of the water the ice was
grown out of. However, the interval between colours and temperatures is the same. In
addition, the air temperature measured with the temperature sensor above the ice and the
ice surface temperature measured with the infrared camera are shown in the upper part
of the figures. Even though the air temperature inside the cold room was set to the same
values during both experiments both for ice growth and melting, the real air temperature was different between the two experiments. The point of the temperature change to
melting conditions is marked by a dashed black line in the figures.
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Figure 4.10: Temporal evolution of the air temperature, ice-surface temperature and internal ice temperature during growth and melting of freshwater ice (Experiment 3). The
black solid lines indicate the ice surface and bottom. The black dashed line indicates the
time when the air temperature was switched to melting conditions. White areas indicate
the freezing point of the water.
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Figure 4.11: Temporal evolution of the air temperature, ice-surface temperature and
internal ice temperature during growth and melting of sea ice (Experiment 5). The black
solid lines indicate the ice surface and bottom. The black dashed line indicates the time
when the air temperature was switched to melting conditions. White areas indicate the
freezing point of the water.
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The temperature measured by the thermistor chain is only shown until the point when
the thermistor chain became ice-free. The thermistor chain conducts heat into the ice
so that the ice melts slightly faster around the chain. As a result, the chain becomes
ice-free at some point and the ice temperature can not be measured until the end of
the experiment. The time when the chain becomes ice-free can be determined with the
pictures from the webcam. During the melting process the chain moves upwards due
to surface melting. When the chain becomes ice-free, this upward movement stops, but
the chain can move sideways from then on. Due to turned on pumps and wind from the
ventilator, there is always some easy observable movement of the free floating ice and
the thermistor chain.
The solid black lines in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 indicate the ice surface and
bottom. During ice growth the first thermistor in the ice is taken to indicate the height
of the ice surface. Since the spacing of the thermistors is 0.5 cm in the upper part of
the thermistor chain, the error is maximum 0.4 cm. Some hours after the temperature
is switched to melting conditions, the thermistor chain starts to move upwards due to
surface melting and the upper thermistors become ice-free. From then on, the height of
the ice surface is determined by the maximum of the temperature gradient. Note that
the z-axis is directed from the first thermistor on the chain into the ice. The ice bottom
is derived by adding the measured ice thickness to the ice surface height. It can be
assumed that the ice thickness is the same both at the ruler and at the thermistor chain
since both were deployed close to each other in the tank. In the lines indicating the ice
surface and bottom some steps occur. These steps originate from the spatial resolution
of the thermistor chain. The bottom line is also influenced by the resolution of the ice
thickness measurements on the ruler, which is 0.1 cm.
The depth of the measured ice temperature is given as the distance from the first
thermistor. In total, a distance of 21 cm is covered with the short thermistor chain, which
includes some air and water temperature measurements besides the ice temperature. The
first thermistor does not work so that there exists a gap in the data. Even though the
thermistors were calibrated, there is still one thermistor in the middle of the short chain
that measured a bit too low temperatures.
During ice growth, in both experiments a linear temperature profile is being established. Furthermore, the ice reacts quickly to the warming of the cold room, which
occurs approximately every six hours. This temperature signal is clearly visible in the
ice-surface temperature and penetrates into the ice over the whole depth. This warming
should be kept in mind whenever laboratory experiments are done in such a cold room,
since the warming can for example affect the salinity evolution within the ice. As Jardon
et al. (in preparation) points out, a warming of sea ice over the whole depth increases the
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permeability of the ice and thus makes brine convection possible.
In contrast to ice growth, the temperature evolution during ice melting differs considerably between freshwater ice and sea ice. After the air temperature is switched to
a higher value, the freshwater ice warms uniformly over the whole depth and reaches
the melting temperature of 0 ◦ C within a few hours (Figure 4.10). Thus, there is no
temperature gradient present any more within the ice. Due to surface melting the ice
surface lowers continuously, disregarding the steps in the height due to the spatial resolution of the thermistor chain. The ice bottom evolves differently. Comparing the height
of the bottom at melting begin with the height when the thermistor chain became icefree, it barely changes, disregarding the steps due to the resolution of the thermistor
chain and the ruler. Thus, the ice melts mainly at the surface, rather than at the bottom of the freshwater ice due to a higher heat flux from the atmosphere than from the
ocean.
The temperature evolution in melting sea ice is different. First of all, the ice warms
more slowly than freshwater ice since more energy is required due to internal phase
changes, as already pointed out in the previous section. Additionally, the warming is
not uniform with depth due to variations in bulk salinity within the ice. At the surface
and bottom, the ice temperature is at the respective melting point. Thus, the ice temperature is lower at the bottom than at the surface due to a higher bulk salinity at the
bottom. A non-linear temperature profile establishes in melting sea ice. This temperature profile allows heat conduction within the ice during melting, which is illustrated
in Figure 4.12 in analogy to Figure 2.3. The energy of the atmospheric heat flux Qa
and oceanic heat flux Qw that is not used for melting, is conducted into the ice. There,
the heat further warms the ice. The height of the sea-ice surface decreases more or less
continuously, as during the melting of freshwater ice. However, the height of the seaice bottom shows stronger changes than the bottom of freshwater ice. The bottom rises
over time after the maximum ice thickness is reached. This bottom rise signifies that a
stronger bottom melting occurs for sea ice than for freshwater ice. The solid fraction of
sea ice decreases with depth so that the ice is already quite liquid at the bottom. Thus,
melting sea ice at the bottom does not require as much energy as melting freshwater ice.

During the other sea-ice experiments the general temperature evolution was more or
less the same as in Experiment 5. In Experiment 5, an interesting ice-temperature evolution is observable around 25 hours after the air temperature was changed (Figure 4.11).
Over a timespan of some hours, the ice temperature increases in the upper two thirds
of the ice and decreases again. The temperature reaches up to 0 ◦ C and even slightly
more. Such high temperatures can only be measured in freshwater ice and usually not
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Figure 4.12: Heat fluxes during ice melting. Qa : atmospheric heat flux, Qc : conductive
heat flux through the ice, Qc,t : conductive heat flux at the top of the ice, Qc,b : conductive
heat flux at the bottom of the ice, QL : latent heat, Qw : oceanic heat flux, h: ice thickness,
∆h: thickness of melting ice, ρi : ice density, ci : heat capacity of the ice, T : temperature,
Ti : ice temperature, q: internal heat sources.
in sea ice, since the melting point of sea ice is lower according to the bulk salinity. The
measured temperature increase in Experiment 5 is likely caused by freshwater penetrating through the ice, which is called flushing. The required freshwater comes from the
ice surface and consists of meltwater from snow and/or the ice. In the laboratory experiments there was no snow present, so that the meltwater originated only from melted
ice. One should keep in mind that the thermistor chain sticking in the ice could have
supported or even induced this flushing due to additional heat conduction which let
the ice around the chain melt. After the flushing occurred, the ice cools again, because
flushing is a local event. Around this area, the sea ice still has lower temperatures due
to the non-zero bulk salinity. Hence, the percolated freshwater refreezes inside the sea
ice. The refrozen freshwater can build an impermeable freshwater-ice layer, which is of
great importance for further brine movement within the ice. Since horizontal gradients
are not taken into account in 1D sea-ice models, such an observed flushing event can
not be simulated in such models.
In both Experiments 3 and 5 the temperatures measured in the first millimeters of
the ice were higher than the respective melting point of the ice. The reason might be
meltwater around the thermistor chain. Since the ice melts around the chain, the upper
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thermistors are probably in contact with warm meltwater rather than with ice. Measurements of the ice surface temperature are rather sparse for those two experiments. The
infrared camera was first installed inside the cold room when the melting during Experiment 3 started. During Experiment 5, the infrared camera stopped recording pictures for
unknown reasons. But nevertheless, the few measurements show unexpected high surface temperatures during melting, partly even above 0◦ C. Therefore, the measured icesurface temperature will be analysed in more detail in Section 4.3.

4.2.2 Model
In the previous section, Experiment 3 and 5 were chosen as examples for freshwater
ice and sea ice to analyse the internal ice temperature. Hence, those two experiments
are simulated with the model for the comparison between the model and the measurements. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the modelled temperatures of Experiment 3 and 5,
respectively. For an easy comparison with the laboratory measurements, the figures are
constructed in the same way as those in the previous section. The same colour range is
used with white indicating the respective freezing point of the water. The depth is calculated as if the data were measured with the thermistor chain. The model data contains
only the ice temperature, but no air temperature directly above the ice or water temperature. A great advantage of the model is that information about the ice temperature
is available until the end of the experiment. Thus, two black dashed lines exist in the
Figures 4.13 and 4.14. One indicates the time when the air temperature was switched to
melting conditions and the other one indicates the time when the thermistor chain became ice-free during the laboratory experiments. In the upper part of the figures, the set
air temperature and the ice-surface temperature are also shown.
The evolution of the ice temperature in the model is very similar to the measurements.
During ice growth the modelled ice temperature also shows a linear profile in both
experiments. The warming of the ice starts slightly later due to the discontinuous air
temperature change in the model. Nevertheless, the ice temperature evolution during
melting is also similar to the laboratory measurements.
After the air temperature is set to higher values, the freshwater ice warms uniformly
until reaching the melting point over the whole depth like in the laboratory experiments.
The modelled height of the ice surface shows very well the continuous lowering due to
surface melting, which proceeds until the end of the experiment. However, the surface
melting started later during the laboratory experiment, which could come from the resolution of the thermistor chain. The modelled height of the ice bottom changes less than
the modelled height of the ice surface, like in the measurements.
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Figure 4.13: Temporal evolution of the air temperature, ice-surface temperature and
internal ice temperature during growth and melting of freshwater ice (modelled Experiment 3). The black solid lines indicate the modelled ice surface and bottom. The black
dotted lines indicate an hourly mean of the measured ice surface and bottom. The first
black dashed line indicates the time when the air temperature was switched. The second black dashed line indicates the time when the themistor chain in the laboratory
experiment became ice-free. White areas indicate the freezing point of the water.
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Figure 4.14: Temporal evolution of the air temperature, ice-surface temperature and
internal ice temperature during growth and melting of sea ice (modelled Experiment 5).
The black solid lines indicate the modelled ice surface and bottom. The black dotted
lines indicate an hourly mean of the measured ice surface and bottom. The first black
dashed line indicates the time when the air temperature was switched. The second black
dashed line indicates the time when the themistor chain in the laboratory experiment
became ice-free. White areas indicate the freezing point of the water.
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The modelled sea-ice temperature shows a slow und non-uniform warming, which
was measured in the laboratory experiments as well. However, the warming takes longer
in the model, even with consideration of the discontinuous air temperature change. The
temperature profile within the ice is non-linear, especially during the first hours after
the air temperature was set to higher values (Figure 4.15 (b)). As shown in Figure 4.12,
this temperature profile allows heat conduction into the ice and hence a further warming of the ice. The evolution of the ice surface and the bottom height is similar to the
measurements. The height of the sea-ice surface decreases similar to freshwater ice.
The height of the sea-ice bottom reveals much stronger changes than the freshwater-ice
bottom. At first, the rise of the bottom increases with time after the maximum ice thickness is reached. This increase is due to the increasing ice temperature which decreases
the solid fraction of the ice and thus simplifies the melting. During the last ten hours
the sea ice becomes completely fresh due to flushing, which is indicated by the consistent temperature of 0 ◦ C. This freshening of the ice is also visible in the modelled bulk
salinity (Figure 4.16 (b)). Accordingly, the height of the ice bottom changes similarly
to freshwater ice, which means a deceleration of the bottom rise. The changes in the
sea-ice bottom are consistent with the changes in the melt rate. As the ice temperature
increases, the bottom melting and the melt rate increases. After some time the freshening of the sea ice reduces the bottom melting so that the melt rate decreases. Thus, the
maximum of the melt rate occurs at the maximum bottom melting. Since the ice completely melted earlier in the laboratory measurements than in the model, the freshening
of the ice seems to be less strong in reality.
The model seems to work well for reproducing the laboratory experiments. Therefore,
the model is used to analyse the ice’s bulk salinity from Experiment 5, since the bulk
salinity was not measured during that experiment, but it is an important property of the
ice. During ice growth, the typical c-shape profile develops with higher bulk salinities in
the upper and lower part of the ice (Figure 4.16 (a)). After the air temperature was set to
higher values, at first, the bulk salinity decreases in the upper part of the ice (Figure 4.16
(b)). As a result, the c-shape becomes less distinct. As time goes by, the bulk salinity
also decreases deeper in the ice, which eventually results in a continuously increasing
bulk salinity from top to the bottom of the ice. At the end of the experiment, the ice
becomes completely fresh.
As already pointed out in Section 2.3, the melting temperature of sea ice depends
on the bulk salinity and can be calculated with a linear fit of the liquidus relationship
(Equation 2.8). Figure 4.17 (a) shows this calculated melting temperature with depth.
As expected from the bulk-salinity profile during melting, the melting temperature is
highest in the upper and lower part of the ice. Since the bulk salinity decreases with
time over the whole depth of the ice, the melting temperature does the same. Figure
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4.17 (b) shows the difference between the melting point and the actual temperature of
the ice. In contrast to freshwater ice, the temperature of sea ice in not at the melting
point over the whole depth. The melting temperature is only reached at the top and the
bottom. At the end of the experiment, the whole ice is at the melting point corresponding
to the freshening of the ice.
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The ice-surface temperature in the model is the temperature of the first layer during
ice growth and the melting point during melting. During ice growth the ice-surface temperature is several degrees higher in the model than in the measurements of Experiment
5. During melting the modelled ice-surface temperature is lower than measured in the
experiments. The measured ice-surface temperatures during ice growth and melting will
be analysed in more detail in the following section.

Figure 4.15: Temporal evolution of the modelled ice temperature profile during ice
growth (a) and melting (b). Ti corresponds to the ice temperature.
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Figure 4.16: Temporal evolution of the modelled bulk-salinity profile during ice growth
(a) and melting (b). Sbu corresponds to the bulk salinity.

m

Figure 4.17: Temporal evolution of the modelled melting point Tm of the ice (a) and
the difference between the melting point Tm and the actual ice temperature Ti during
melting (b).
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4.3 Ice-surface temperature
In this section the ice-surface temperature during ice growth and melting is analysed in
detail. At first, the general structure of the ice surface during growth and melting will be
described. Then, a possible dependency of the ice-surface temperature on the initial water salinity and the air temperature during ice melting will be analysed in Section 4.3.1.
In Section 4.3.2, the measured ice-surface temperature as a function of ice thickness is
compared to a simple approach for calculating the ice-surface temperature out of the ice
thickness by assuming a linear ice-temperature profile. Moreover, a dependency of the
ice-surface temperature on the initial water salinity and the air temperature during ice
growth is investigated.
During ice growth the ice surface was in general smooth. In some experiments (3,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18), frost flowers grew on the ice surface. They started to grow 3 to
12 hours after the experiment began. Frost flowers can form on newly grown ice in a
supersaturated water vapour layer and can have a nearly three times higher salinity than
the ocean water (Rankin et al., 2002). Figure 4.18 (a) shows a photo of frost flowers
in the laboratory. During Experiment 14, an intense frost-flower growth took place,
which is clearly visible on the infrared-camera picture (Figure 4.18 (b)). The surface
temperature of the frost flowers is several degrees lower than of the pure ice surface.
During the other experiments with frost-flower formation less frost flowers grew on the
ice surface.
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Figure 4.18: Frost flowers on the ice surface during Experiment 14: photo (a) and
infrared-camera picture (b). T is the temperature measured by the infrared camera.
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When Arctic sea ice melts, often melt ponds form on top of the ice. Melt ponds can
be found on thick multiyear ice with an uneven surface. There, meltwater from snow
and ice can accumulate in depressions of the ice surface (Fetterer and Untersteiner,
1998). In the laboratory, such a melt-pond formation was not observed. Nevertheless,
small surface irregularities were present on the thin ice grown in the tank, in which very
small melt ponds with a diameter of millimeters up to 1 cm could form. Figure 4.19
shows an example of the small accumulations of meltwater on the ice surface when the
air temperature was set to 7 ◦ C. At other air temperatures above 0 ◦ C, the ice surface
was similar. Inside the cold room, no snow was present that could contribute to the
meltwater on the ice surface. However, the frost flowers that grew on the ice surface
during some of the experiments were an additional source of meltwater besides the
melting sea ice.

Figure 4.19: Photo of the ice surface during melting in Experiment 16, when the air
temperature was set to 7 ◦ C. The scale of the ruler lying on the ice surface is in centimeters.
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The ice surface temperature was measured with the infrared camera, which took pictures every 30 minutes during the Experiments 3 to 15 and every 15 minutes during the
last three experiments. A square of 30 x 30 pixels is chosen in the pictures as the measuring area. The mean temperature in this area is calculated and taken as the ice-surface
temperature in the following analysis. Figure 4.20 shows an example of the position of
the measuring area in an infrared-camera picture. The square is chosen to be preferably
in the middle of the ice surface to prevent any influences from the tank sides, for example
from the heating plates intalled there. The position of the square should additionally allow measurements of the ice-surface temperature as long as possible. The measurement
ended, when not only ice was in the square, but also water. Thus, for example during
Experiment 12 the position was changed between growth and melting, since the ice was
partly flooded with water during melting. Hence, the square was placed in the middle
of the ice during growth and was shifted closer to the front tank wall during melting.
Furthermore, frost flowers are avoided inside the square, which was not possible during
Experiment 14 and 17 due to intense frost-flower growth all over the ice surface. During
the first period of experiments, the square was mainly placed as shown in Figure 4.20.
Due to more instruments and place needed for ice cores during the second period of
experiments, the square was shifted a bit closer to the infrared camera into the left side
of the tank.
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Figure 4.20: Example of an infrared-camera picture showing the measured surface temperature T during Experiment 11, eleven hours after the air temperature was set to
melting conditions. The white square indicates the measuring area.
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4.3.1 Ice melting
During melting the ice surface temperature should be at the melting point, which depends on the bulk salinity of the ice, as already discussed in Section 2.3. Figures 4.10
and 4.11 show that the measured ice-surface temperature was unexpectedly high during
Experiment 3 and 5. The values exceeded 0 ◦ C for both freshwater ice and sea ice. Actually, for freshwater ice the surface temperature should be maximum at 0 ◦ C. For sea
ice the surface temperature should be even lower due to its salinity. In the following, a
dependency of the ice surface temperature on the salinity is investigated in more detail.
Furthermore, it is analysed whether, and if so how, the ice-surface temperature depends
on the air temperature during melting.
To analyse the dependency of the ice-surface temperature on the salinity, data of
experiments with different water salinities are chosen that were performed similarly
in order to make a comparison possible. From the first period of measurements, the
Experiments 3, 4, 5, 9, 11 and 18 are taken. Thus, data from ice grown out of water
with salinities of 0, 12 and 28 g kg-1 are available. In the six chosen experiments, 10 cm
thick ice was grown and subsequently melted at a set air temperature of 10 ◦ C. In order
to have one more salinity covered in the analysis, Experiment 12 with a water salinity
of 33 g kg-1 from the second period of measurements is chosen. This experiment was
conducted under conditions comparable to the six experiments from the first period.
The main difference is the stepwise increase of the air temperature. It is not possible to
take more data from the second period of measurement for different reasons. First of all,
the air temperature was set to different values during melting than in the first period of
measurements (Table 3.2). In Experiment 13 the ventilator was turned off most of the
time, whereas the ventilator was turned on the whole time during melting in all the other
experiments. From Experiment 17 there is not enough data available of the time when
the air temperature was set to 10 ◦ C.
Figure 4.21 shows the ice surface temperature as a function of the initial water salinity. Information on the bulk salinity at the time of melting is not available. Sea ice loses
salt both during growth and melting due to processes like gravity drainage and flushing
so that the bulk salinity decreases with time. Nevertheless, it can be assumed, that the
higher the initial water salinity is, the higher the bulk salinity of the ice is. For the analysis, ice-surface temperatures are first taken four hours after the air temperature inside the
cold room reached 0 ◦ C, since some time is needed for the air temperature to reach the
mean value during melting and for the ice surface to adapt to the new air temperatures.
For experiments with the same initial water salinity (Exp. 5, 9 and 11 with 28 g kg-1
and Exp. 3 and 18 with 0 g kg-1 ) a mean of the measured initial water salinity and all
the relevant ice-surface temperatures is calculated. Moreover, the standard deviation is
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calculated as follows:
v
u
n
u 1 X
t
(xi − x)2
SD =
n − 1 i=1
x is the mean of the measurements xi . The number of measurements n differs between
initial water salinities. Since for some initial water salinities data from several experiments are available, while for other initial water salinities only data from one experiment
can be taken for this analysis, n varies between 65 and 221.
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Figure 4.21: The ice-surface temperature Ts as a function of the initial water salinity S
the ice was grown out of.
Figure 4.21 shows that the measured ice-surface temperature is unexpectedly mainly
above 0 ◦ C, independent of salinity. Especially during Experiment 4 the surface temperature is very high with a mean temperature above 1 ◦ C. Due to salt loss of sea ice
the melting point of the ice is higher than the freezing point of the water the ice was
grown out of, but nevertheless the melting point and thus the ice-surface temperature
should be below 0 ◦ C. At first, a clear dependency of the ice-surface temperature on the
initial water salinity is not obvious. Neglecting the freshwater ice, the ice-surface temperature decreases with an increasing initial water salinity likely due to a higher bulk
salinity.
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Since the ice-surface temperature during melting has so far only been analysed at the
same set air temperature, the ice-surface temperature as a function of the air temperature
is investigated next. Again, comparable experiments are chosen. From the first period of
measurements, Experiments 8 and 10 were added to the others chosen previously, since
during those experiments the air temperature was set to 5 ◦ C and 15 ◦ C respectively.
The second period of measurements gives more data due to the stepwise increase of
the air temperature. All periods are chosen during which the air temperature was set
to values above the melting point of sea ice. For the analysis data is taken four hours
after an air-temperature switch until the next one or the end of the experiment if it
is the last change in air temperature. Furthermore, the data is separated by salinities.
Freshwater ice was not melted at air temperatures other than 10 ◦ C, so that no freshwater
experiments are included in this analysis. Comparable to the previous analysis, the mean
of the relevant air and ice-surface temperatures and the standard deviation is calculated.
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Figure 4.22: The ice-surface temperature Ts as a function of the initial water salinity S
and the air temperature Ta during melting.

Figure 4.22 shows the ice-surface temperature as a function of the air temperature
during melting. The ice-surface temperature increases with increasing air temperature,
independent of salinity. A second degree polynomial was fitted to the measurements. For
the higher salinity of 33.4 g kg-1 , this increase is steeper than for the lower salinity. At
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air temperatures above 5 ◦ C the ice-surface temperature has values above 0 ◦ C which is
considerably higher than expected. A reason for these high surface temperatures could
be found in the structure of the ice surface. Possibly, the meltwater in the small melt
ponds could warm above the melting point, which contributes to the measured surface
temperature.

4.3.2 Ice growth
After looking at the ice-surface temperature during melting, the ice-surface temperature
during ice growth is analysed in this section. Not only a dependency of the ice-surface
temperature on the initial water temperature and the air temperature is anlysed, but also
an ice-thickness dependency. Therefore, experiments from both periods of measurements are chosen, during which the ice was grown at the same set air temperature out of
water with different initial salinities. These are all experiments from the first period of
measurements, except for Experiment 3 and 10. During these two experiments the icesurface temperature was not measured during ice growth. The infrared camera was first
installed shortly before the melting started in Experiment 3 and the camera stopped taking pictures for unknown reasons during Experiment 10. The experiments from the first
period of measurements include the initial water salinities 0, 12 and 28 g kg-1 . During
those experiments, the ice was grown at an air temperature of -20 ◦ C. From the second
period of measurements Experiment 12 and 13 are chosen for the analysis, since the
ice was grown under the same conditions as in the experiments of the first period of
measurements. It has to be kept in mind that the ventilator was turned off during ice
growth in Experiment 13. As mentioned before, the cooling of the cold room had to
warm up approximately every six hours in order to defrost. These defrosting periods are
cut out of the data and discussed separately. Even though the ice might not be in thermal equilibrium during the defrosting periods, the data are used to analyse the surface
temperature at a higher air temperature.
Figure 4.23 shows the surface temperature as a function of ice thickness for different
air temperatures and initial water salinities. Due to the fact that ice is a good thermal
insulator, the ice-surface temperature strongly depends on the ice thickness. The surface
temperature decreases nearly linearly with an increasing ice thickness, independent of
salinity. For all sea ice types the ice-surface temperature is 2 ◦ C lower than for freshwater ice. This is the case for both air temperatures. This difference is probably caused
by the lower freezing point of seawater. Furthermore, the ice-surface temperature is
around 2 ◦ C lower, when the ventilator is turned off at -19 ◦ C air temperature. During
the defrosting periods, the difference is only around 1 ◦ C. The slope of the nearly linear
relationship between surface temperature and ice thickness is steeper compared to the
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Figure 4.23: The ice surface temperature Ts as a function of the ice thickness h and the
mean air temperature Ta during growth: at an air temperature of -19 ◦ C (a) and during
the defrosting periods of the cold room (b).
experiments with the ventilator being turned on.
During ice growth, the ice-surface temperature can be calculated from the ice thickness. To do so, thermal inertia is assumed to be zero, which results in a linear icetemperature profile. Consequently, the conductive heat flux in the ice Qc equals the
atmospheric heat flux Qa (Section 2.3). The ice-surface temperature can then be calculated as follows:
Qc = Qa
Tf − Ts
ki
= C(Ts − Ta )
h
ki Tf + hCTa
Ts =
hC + ki

(4.2)

Tf corresponds to the freezing point of the water underneath the ice and thus Tf is the
ice temperature at the bottom, Ts corresponds to the ice-surface temperature, Ta to the
air temperature, h to the ice thickness, ki to the heat conductivity of ice and C to the
heat transfer coefficient. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show that the ice temperature profile is
linear during ice growth and thus, this assumption is justified.
The calculation of the ice-surface temperature with Equation 4.2 is compared to
the measured data in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25. First, the calculation is done for a
freshwater-ice experiment (Exp. 18), during which surface-temperature measurements
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were done during ice growth. The measured air temperature and ice thickness are inserted into Equation 4.2. The advantage of freshwater ice is that the heat conductivity
is exactly known (2.2 W m-1 K-1 ). For sea ice the heat conductivity strongly depends on
the bulk salinity and the ice temperature (Figure 2.2 (b)). Hence, only the heat transfer
coefficient is unknown for freshwater ice. Naumann (2011) calculated the heat transfer coefficient during sea-ice experiments performed in the same tank inside the same
cold room as used for this study. Her estimates of the heat transfer coefficient vary
between 14.8 W m-2 K-1 and 27.1 W m-2 K-1 . The mean value was 20 W m-2 K-1 . Thus,
the surface temperature of freshwater ice is calculated with two different heat transfer
coefficients to see which one gives the better results compared to the measurements.
The results are presented in Figure 4.24. A calculation of the surface temperature with
C = 10 W m-2 K-1 , which is half of the mean value calculated by Naumann (2011), is
most similar to the measurements. The slope of the almost linear dependency is the
same, but on the other hand, the calculated temperature is 1 ◦ C higher than the measured temperature. This difference might come from frost flowers that grew on the ice
during Experiment 18. With C = 20 W m-2 K-1 the surface temperature is underestimated
increasingly with increasing ice thickness larger than 2 cm. At 10 cm thick ice, the calculation gives already a 2 ◦ C lower temperature than measured.
Looking at all other experiments, C = 10 W m-2 K-1 gives better results than
C = 20 W m-2 K-1 . Therefore, for the following calculations, C = 10 W m-2 K-1 is used.
To compare the calculated sea-ice surface temperatures to the measurements, the heat
conductivity of the sea ice is required. Since the bulk salinity is unknown, the calculation is done again with two estimated values for the heat conductivity to see which one
fits best. From the wide range of sea-ice experiments that were performed, Experiment
5 is chosen, since during this experiment both ice thickness and surface temperature
were measured close to each other, like in Experiment 18. Moreover, this experiment is
already included into most of the analysis of the data in the previous sections. Figure
4.25 (a) shows the results of the calculation of the surface temperature. With a heat conductivity closer to the heat conductivity of freshwater ice, the nearly linear dependency
between the ice thickness and the ice-surface temperature is best obtained. On the other
hand, the calculated surface temperature is around 2 ◦ C higher than the measured temperature. During Experiment 5 frost-flower growth was not observed, which could have
explained this difference between the calculation and the measurement. With a heat conductivity half of the heat conductivity of freshwater ice, the slope is much steeper so that
the surface temperature is first overestimated until 4 cm of ice is reached and afterwards
the surface temperature is underestimated.
The two previous analysed experiments show that the surface temperature of sea ice
is calculated best out of the sea-ice thickness with C = 10 W m-2 K-1 and ki =2 W m-1 K-1 .
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Just a continuous offset of 1 ◦ C to 2 ◦ C occurs, but the slope of the dependency is
like measured. With these conclusions the calculation of the ice-surface temperature
of thicker ice is finally tested. Therefore, Experiment 17 from the second period of
measurements is taken, since during this experiment the thickest ice was grown. In general, the calculation reproduces the measurements quite well with an offset of some ◦ C.
During this experiment, again frost flowers grew on the ice surface which very likely
have an effect on the measured surface temperature. When the ice became thicker than
10 cm, the measured ice-surface temperature decreased more slowly with increasing ice
thickness than calculated.
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Figure 4.24: The ice-surface temperature Ts as a function of the ice thickness h. Measurements and calculations from a freshwater-ice experiment (Exp. 18). C corresponds
to the heat transfer coefficient.
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Figure 4.25: The ice-surface temperature Ts as a function of the ice thickness h. Measurements and calculations from two sea-ice experiments (Exp. 5, (a), and Exp. 17,
(b)). For the calculations in Experiment 5, the heat transfer coefficient C is set to
10 W m-2 K-1 . ki corresponds to the heat conductivity of the ice.
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Chapter 5

Summary and outlook

5.1 Summary
Tank experiments were performed to analyse the thermodynamics of melting sea ice.
Sea ice and freshwater ice was compared to clarify the influence of the salt within
sea ice. The laboratory experiments were partly extended with model experiments. The
study focused on the investigation of the melt rate, the internal ice temperature and the
ice-surface temperature during melting.
Melt rate
The laboratory measurements reveal that sea ice melts faster than freshwater ice. Moreover, sea ice melts faster in turbulent water than in calm water. At a constant air temperature the melt rate of freshwater ice is constant with time, whereas the melt rate of sea
ice shows a distinct maximum. As sea ice gets warmer, the solid fraction decreases due
to the internal melting which accelerates the melting of sea ice. Hence, the melt rate of
sea ice increases with time. The applied thermodynamic sea-ice model can reproduce
the measured melt rates. Further model experiments show that the maximum in the melt
rate of sea ice occurs earlier at a higher atmospheric heat flux. Independent of salinity,
the ice grows and melts faster at a higher atmospheric and oceanic heat flux. At a cer-
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tain atmospheric heat flux the ice exists longer than at higher or lower atmospheric heat
fluxes.
Internal ice temperature
During ice growth a linear temperature profile established both in freshwater ice and
in sea ice. After changing the air temperature to melting conditions, the freshwater ice
warms faster than sea ice, since a sea-ice warming requires more energy due to internal
melting. Freshwater ice warms uniformly up to the melting point over the whole depth.
Thus, there is no temperature profile present within the ice. The surface melting of
freshwater ice is stronger than the bottom melting since the atmospheric heat flux is
higher than the oceanic heat flux. In sea ice a non-linear temperature profile evolves
during melting. This temperature profile allows heat conduction within the ice. Thus,
the energy of the atmospheric and oceanic heat flux that is not required for melting at
the surface and bottom is conducted into the ice and further warms the inner ice. The
bottom melting of sea ice is stronger than bottom melting of freshwater ice. Due to the
bulk-salinity profile within the sea ice, the solid fraction decreases with depth. Thus,
bottom melting of sea ice does not require as much energy as for freshwater ice. This
effect increases as the ice temperature increases and hence the solid fraction decreases.
The increasing bottom melting fits well to the increase in the melt rate. During one
of the sea-ice experiments, a flushing event was very likely observed by a sudden and
temporary temperature increase in the upper two thirds of the ice.
Ice-surface temperature
The ice surface was smooth during ice growth. In some experiments, frost flowers grew
on the ice, which had a lower surface temperature than the pure ice. Due to the fact
that ice is a good thermal insulator, the ice-surface temperature strongly depends on
the ice thickness during growth. The surface temperature decreases nearly linearly with
increasing ice thickness, independent of salinity. The surface temperature of sea ice is
2◦ C lower than of freshwater ice, likely due to the lower freezing point of seawater.
The surface temperature can be calculated out of the ice thickness assuming a linear
temperature profile within the ice. This assumption is justified since the laboratory measurements show a linear ice-temperature profile during ice growth. A heat transfer coefficient of 10 W m-2 K-1 and a heat conductivity of 2 W m-1 K-1 are found to be the best
values to calculate the measured surface temperature of sea ice. The slope of the nearly
linear dependency is reproduced well, but the calculated surface temperature is 1◦ C to
2◦ C higher than the measured surface temperature. This difference might result from
frost-flower growth. During melting, very small melt ponds formed in small irregularities of the ice surface. The meltwater originated from melted ice and frost flowers. The
ice-surface temperature is unexpectedly well above the melting point of the ice, independent of salinity. Such high temperatures are possibly caused by the small melt ponds
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which maybe warmed up above the melting point. Neglecting the freshwater ice, the
ice-surface temperature decreases with an increasing initial water salinity likely due to a
higher bulk salinity of the ice and thus a lower melting point. Moreover, the surface temperature of sea ice increases with an increasing air temperature.

5.2 Outlook
The performed laboratory experiments were the first ones to investigate the melting of
sea ice. A first impression of what happens during the melting of sea ice is received. But
there are still some open questions that arose from of the obtained results. To answer the
questions further laboratory experiments are required. Moreover, some improvements
can be done in future laboratory experiments on melting sea ice.
Open questions
Melt rate:
• In the laboratory experiments, sea ice melted faster when the pumps were turned
on. An assumption is that the energy from the pumps and from the heating wire
around the pumps caused the faster melting. Therefore, two experiments with turned
on pumps were modelled with the thermodynamic model, in which the oceanic heat
flux was set to a higher value than in the laboratory experiments to take into account
the additional heat from the pumps. To reproduce the measured ice thickness evolution well, the oceanic heat flux had to be increased far beyond the possible additional
heat from the pumps. What happens with melting ice in turbulent water?
• The melt rate was only investigated for 10 cm thick ice. Sea ice in the Arctic and
Antarctic is usually thicker than 10 cm. How does the melt rate evolve for thicker
ice? Does relatively fresh and thick multiyear ice melt similar to freshwater ice?
Internal ice temperature:
• The cold room has to warm up approximately every six hours to defrost. This temperature signal penetrates into the ice over the whole depth. Such regular and strong
warming periods are rather unusual in nature. Consequently, the ice grown inside the
cold room might differ from naturally grown ice. How do these defrosting periods influence the ice? Does this warming for example have an impact on the ice’s salinity?
• In one experiment, a flushing event was probably observed. Within some hours the
ice temperature increased up to 0◦ C and decreased again in the upper two thirds of
the ice. Did this flushing occur naturally or was it caused by the thermistor chain? Is it
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possible to measure such a flushing event in the field? How deep does such a flushing
event usually penetrate into the ice?
Ice-surface temperature:
• During ice growth, the surface temperature of sea ice was roughly 2◦ C lower than of
freshwater ice, independent of salinity. This difference might come from the lower
freezing point of seawater. But why does the difference not vary between sea ice with
different salinities?
• During melting the surface temperature of sea ice increases with an increasing air
temperature. Is this also valid for freshwater ice? The increasing surface temperature
of sea ice might be explained with a warming of the small melt ponds on the sea-ice
surface. The small melt ponds and the pure ice surface could not be distinguished on
the infrared-camera pictures taken during these experiments. Pictures should be done
closer to the ice surface to measure the surface temperature of the small melt ponds.
Is the temperature of the melt ponds really higher than of the pure ice?
• The bulk salinity of sea ice changes during melting, which was not considered in the
analysis of the ice-surface temperature. How does the ice-surface temperature depend
on the bulk salinity?
Improvements of the experimental setup
Ice-thickness measurements:
A convenient improvement would be automatical ice-thickness measurements. First, the
measurements would be continuous and gaps due to the night would not occur. Second,
variations in ice thickness measurements done by different people looking differently at
the ruler can be avoided. A realization of automatical ice thickness measurements is not
found yet. One possibility might be the installation of a webcam. But then a parralaxfree view should be ensured by moving the camera as the ice grows. This movement
should be of course somehow automatically as well. Additionally, a fogging of the camera has to be avoided.
Ice-temperature measurements:
The thermistor chains conduct heat into the ice, which influences the ice around the
chain both during growth and melting. The ice grows fast and funnel-shaped around
the thermistor chain so that the ice is some centimeters thicker there compared to the
remaining ice in the tank. At high air temperatures the heat conduction leads to ice melting around the thermistor chain. Thus, the ice temperature can not be measured during
the end of the melting. The heat conduction of the thermistor chain should therefore be
avoided or at least reduced in future sea-ice experiments. A solution could be to build
smaller thermistor chains that let the thermistors stick out some cm into the ice so that
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they are not affected by the chain.
Free floating ice:
Despite the heating plates around the tank, the ice froze on the walls of the tank and was
not afloat in some of the laboratory experiments. The ice also froze around the frame
on which the CTDs were installed. Especially during melting the ice should be afloat
since due to surface melting the ice surface easily gets below the water surface when the
ice is fixed so that the ice gets flooded with water. An installation of stronger heating
plates, maybe on the inner side of the tank wall might prevent the ice from freezing on
the walls and the CTD frame. A different installation of the CTDs without the frame
can be considered as well. Attention must be paid to all other fixed instruments in the
tank. For example the ice should not freeze around the fixed CTDs, which will hold
the ice down. Instruments deployed in the ice, like the thermistor chains, should have a
counterweight so that the instruments can easily move with the ice and do not press the
ice down.
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